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Abstract: This review presents various perspectives on converting user keywords into a formal query.
Without understanding the dataset’s underlying structure, how can a user input a text-based query
and then convert this text into semantic protocol and resource description framework query language
(SPARQL) that deals with the resource description framework (RDF) knowledge base? The user may
not know the structure and syntax of SPARQL, a formal query language and a sophisticated tool for
the semantic web (SEW) and its vast and growing collection of interconnected open data repositories.
As a result, this study examines various strategies for turning natural language into formal queries,
their workings, and their results. In an Internet search engine from a single query, such as on Google,
numerous matching documents are returned, with several related to the inquiry while others are
not. Since a considerable percentage of the information retrieved is likely unrelated, sophisticated
information retrieval systems based on SEW technologies, such as RDF and web ontology language
(OWL), can help end users organize vast amounts of data to address this issue. This study reviews
this research field and discusses two different approaches to show how users with no knowledge of
the syntax of semantic web technologies deal with queries.

Keywords: semantic web; SPARQL query; resource description framework (RDF); question answering
system (QAS); semantic question answering (SQA); web ontology language (OWL)

MSC: 68Q55

1. Introduction

As a result of the availability of varied RDF data as lined data (i.e., more and more
relevant data from heterogeneous sources are interconnections and form a web), accessing
information is becoming increasingly important. However, these methods face several
challenges, such as the user’s need to understand the underlying schema, vocabulary, and
complexity of the semantic web (SEW). This was considered the main purpose of this
review paper to show the many approaches discussed in many papers that have attempted
to solve the problems that face the normal user when querying keywords without any
experience with semantic web technologies. Here, the resource description framework
(RDF) semantic web standard and its semantic query language, semantic protocol and
RDF query language (SPARQL), are two key technologies. An RDF repository is a graph
of triples (subject S, predicate P, and object O), with S and O representing vertices and P
representing edges. By creating triple-based queries, SPARQL allows users to query data
repositories that follow the RDF description of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

SPARQL is a common approach to accessing RDF data. In a single query on an
Internet search engine, such as Google, numerous matching documents are returned,
with several items that are relevant and others that are not. End users typically suffer in
organizing an enormous amount of information, much of which is likely to be irrelevant. As
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a result, improved information retrieval systems based on SEW technologies, such as RDF
and web ontology language (OWL), are being developed as solutions. The two primary
categories of semantic search approaches are structured query language-based approaches
and methods for inexperienced users who may not be familiar with query languages. For
the latter, two general methods can be considered [1]: (i) keyword-based (KEWB) methods,
in which users construct queries from a set of terms; and (ii) techniques based on natural
language, in which users create inquiries using natural language. The second type of
technique includes question answering (QA) approaches, where a QA system (QAS) [2]
seeks the correct solution to a natural language inquiry from a given set of documents. The
three components of QAS are question categorization, information retrieval, and response
extraction, which all play a fundamental role in QAS. Semantic search becomes increasingly
influential as data on the semantic web increase.

As a result, the user must understand the formal query’s sophisticated syntax. Fur-
thermore, the user must know the underlying structure and the literal terms used in the
RDF data. Thus, we surveyed two semantic search approaches, KEWB and QA semantic
approaches, that are used to help user queries without SPARQL language to underline the
knowledge base. All QA pipelines include the necessary steps to convert a user-supplied
natural language (NL) question into a formal language query (SPARQL), the results of
which are returned from an underlying knowledge graph. To accurately answer a given
input question, we require a QA pipeline that, ideally, includes those QA components
that provide the maximum precision and recall for answering the query [3]. With the
rapid growth of semantic information published online, the question of how web users
can search and query massive amounts of heterogeneous and organized semantic data
has become increasingly essential [4]. The need to query information content in several
formats has increased, including structured and unstructured data such as plain language
text, semi-structured web documents, and structured RDF data in SEW [5]. As a result,
QAS is necessary to meet this demand. With QAS, a non-expert user unfamiliar with
the underlining ontology and query language can ask a question in NL. The response is
obtained from one or more dataset(s). The SQA system simplifies the search process for the
user by hiding the intricate processes required to deliver an accurate and detailed answer.
Thus, users can intuitively use QAS based on NL to communicate arbitrarily complex
information requests. Converting the user’s information requirements into a format that
can be examined using basic SEW query processing and inference techniques is the most
challenging component of developing such systems.

According to [5], the goal of QAS is to allow users to ask questions in NL, using their
terminology, and receive a quick answer by querying an RDF knowledge store. As the
main contribution of this review, we survey many of various QAS and KEWB systems.
Furthermore, we offer statistics and analyses. This can help researchers to find the best
solution to their problems. The main problem that faced our authors in discussed papers
in this review is how normal users without any knowledge about SPARQL language and
underlying ontology can make queries without any problem. In this review, we show
many papers that have solved this problem and their techniques to solve this problem. The
primary motivation of this review is to focus on optimizing and modularizing already-
existing, higher-performing QA procedures. It will encourage researchers to employ
high-quality modules and assist them in focusing on and isolating essential research issues.
This review presents several methods to convert the query from the user into formal
query language through two primary categories of semantic search approaches on the
web. There are two approaches for naive users. For keyword-based methods, users write
queries consisting of lists of keywords. For natural language-based approaches, users
create queries using natural language; this includes QA approaches where QAS aims to
determine the proper answer to a question posed in the natural language given a group of
documents. We looked over QAS studies, classifying them according to each criterion and
evaluating the field’s future research requirements. The criteria for QAS classification, the
categorization of QASs based on various criteria, and a comparison of the suggested types
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of QAS with others are then presented. Looking at prior work on QASs, we may infer that
most individuals have used the information retrieval approach for QASs.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: basics and background for SEW search
are discussed in depth in Section 2. The analysis of the current semantic search engines are
discussed in Section 3. Several types of QAS are given in Section 4 and various techniques
of the previous work for semantic search engines are presented in Section 5. Future trends
and challenges are presented in Section 6. Section 7 presents an evaluation of semantic web
techniques. Finally, the research review is concluded under Section 8.

2. Preliminaries

This section introduces several basic concepts and background on SEW and its search
approaches.

2.1. Definitions and Concepts Overview
2.1.1. SEW Search

Recently, the Internet has enabled users to access information and services easily. As
such, web search has become a critical web application to obtain results. However, these
results may not be accurate. Thus, we discuss several limitations or problems that gave
rise to research on returning the most relevant results using semantic search technology.
This major web technology primarily depends on a set of keyword queries with text and
significance ratings for documents based on the Internet links. Thus, web search has several
limitations, and a slew of studies are underway to develop more intelligent methods,
also known as SEW search. Such research has recently become the most widely explored
idea [6,7].

2.1.2. Semantic Web Search Approaches

This subsection presents how standard inputs are transformed into formal ontological
inquiries. The two primary categories of semantic search approaches on the web rely on
structured query language (SQL). SQL is a domain-specific language used in programming
and designed for managing data held in a relational database management system and
methods for inexperienced individuals that may not be familiar with SPARQL. For such
users, the two kinds of methods are as follows [1]:

• KEWB approaches, in which users input inquiries by using a group of keywords.
• Using NL from users to create queries, including QA approaches, wherein questions

are directly entered in the search. Commonly, the user questions begin with WH
pronouns, such as (where, which, what, and who). The query interpreter parses and
converts it into logical form. From here, the query converter component converts
the logical query into the knowledge representation language of the database. The
answer generation component evaluates the inquiry, and results are returned to the
user. Lexical and generic resources generated by professionals in the field are the only
resources used to answer the questions.

2.2. Types of Search and Their Techniques

There are many types of searches we can categorize into two categories. The first
is keyword search (KEWB), a type of search that looks for matching documents contain-
ing one or more words specified by the user. A single query to a search engine on the
internet (such as Google) produces thousands of so-called “matched documents”, some
of which are relevant and some are not. End users typically suffer from picking through
and understanding such massive amounts of information, much of which is likely to be
irrelevant. Its techniques are divided into ranking result techniques, statistical techniques,
and user-selection techniques. The second search type is semantic search, which gives
more structure and computer-understandable meaning and provides a common framework
for data sharing across applications, enterprises, and communities. This type (question
answering semantic search) of multiple techniques are user interaction and semantic graph-
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based techniques, depending on the number of the used dataset. We will discuss these
types with their techniques in more detail with examples later in Section 5. We can add a
summarization to types of search through Figure 1 to explain the techniques for each type.

Figure 1. Types of search.

2.2.1. Question Answering System (QAS)

QA [2] is a kind of information retrieval (IR) that focuses on answering questions, and
as such, the challenge is immediately responding in normal language to a user query in the
area of IR and natural language processing (NLP). Question evaluation, document retrieval,
and output results are the three basic subtasks of QA systems [8]; however, the systems
may differ in how each subtask is carried out. QAS aims to determine the convenient result
to the query posed in the normal language, given a group of documents. In QAS, question
evaluation, document retrieval, and output results are the three important components.

2.2.2. Components of QAS

Any categorized QAS method has the following components:

• Question classification:is the initial phase in which a user query is classified, expected
answer types are determined, and keywords are extracted. In addition, a question is
reformulated into several semantically identical inquiries. Reformulating an inquiry
to comparable signification inquiries is referred to as a matching process, increasing
the retrieval system’s recollection. Question classification in a QAS depends on the
type of entity that questions represent.

• IR: The recall is critical for the output of results. If a document contains no correct
answers, then no additional processing can be performed to discover a solution. In
the IR phase, the precision and ranking of candidate passages can affect the QA
ability. The IR approach achieves success through the output of relevant results, using
intelligent QAS.

• Response extraction: The last step in QAS, where such modules are becoming more
popular because these systems frequently require ranking and assessing a candidate’s
response.
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2.2.3. Semantic Question Answering (SQA)

The main technology for allowing the final user to inquire about knowledge graphs
utilized normal language forms is SQA systems, where user questions in natural language
are automatically translated into semantic queries [9]. SQA eliminates two significant
barriers to entry to the SEW: domination of SPARQL and knowledge about underlying
ontologies, which means knowing what information structures are available to formulate
queries, which also return results for enabling normal users to access the data web. As
formal query language (SPARQL) is so complicated, users of SQA ask queries in natural
language (NL), utilize their vocabulary, and they may ask a question and receive a quick
response from an RDF content library.

SQA systems were usually divided into both stages. The query analyzer and retrieval
are the first two steps. At the retrieval step, the analyst of queries creates the query which
used to retrieve the response. They use Tokenizer, disambiguation, internationalization,
Boolean forms, and semantics task identifiers. Moreover, inquiry restructuring, working
perfectly, association identification, and representation-based identification are some tech-
niques used in this research. These are just a few methods for use during the analysis step.
With a topic relating to the fast rise of contextual information transmitted over the internet,
people online may now discover as well as analyze massive volumes of homogeneous and
organized data sources [4].

The requirement to search information material in various formats has received
greater attention, integrating data from different sources such as plain language text,
semi-structured web documents, and organized RDF data on the SEW [10]. As a result,
QAS is required to meet that demand. So we can say a non-expert user without knowledge
about the underline ontology and query language could ask a question with a structure as
a normal language statement.As it could hide complicated operations necessary to provide
a precise and thorough result, the SQA system makes it simple for the user. Users of
QAS can more easily request any sophisticated data by using normal language. The most
challenging part of creating such systems is converting the individual’s data requirements
to a format that could be analyzed utilizing basic SEW query transmission and strategies
for inference. According to [5], the purpose of QAS is to let individuals express inquires in
normal language, utilizing their self vocabulary; they also obtain a relevant response by
searching an RDF database.

2.3. Comparison between Classical Search and Semantic Search

The world wide web is a vast information repository with enormous potential. The
retrieval of related information from the web is the main issue because it is hard for
machines to process and integrate the information. KEWB search has become widely
attractive, as it transmits terms to a web search, and the search engine returns a rank
result set. A serious issue of KEWB search gives many irrelevant outputs. The procedure
for looking over the classical engines was performed by matching the keywords without
understanding the concept. In reality, the Internet is overgrowing, as pages are added at a
breakneck pace. Searching on the web for a particular concept or term on hundreds of pages
based on ranking algorithms or numbers is not an efficient solution because the results put
the user in a maze to reach accurate information. For that reason, several initiatives are to
reduce the current web’s drawbacks and move toward a more intelligent machine. Semantic
web is one of the concepts that leads to create an intelligent machine. Webpage absence
on a basic framework for representing data, the misunderstanding of data stemming
from inadequate connectivity of data, the inability of immediate data transmission and
accessibility to handle with large numbers of users and topic while maintaining confidence
at all stages, and computers’ difficulty in understanding the available data are caused by
the absence of a standardized language [11].

For SEW (WEB 3.0) [12], Tim Berners-Lee, the founder of the WWW Consortium, de-
vised the concept of SEW in a Scientific American essay describing the web’s future. More
structure and computer-understandable meaning would be provided by the semantic web,
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as well as a common framework for data exchange across apps, companies, and communi-
ties. As a result, the core definition of the SEW is a set of concepts that are connected rather
than a collection of documents. At the same time, a notion can have multiple interpretations
linked together from various publications. This means that concepts in one document are
connected to similar concepts in other papers utilizing the RDF, a new standard (RDF).
Terms in documents are linked by a collection of keywords on the traditional web.

2.4. Semantic Web Technologies and Languages Overview

The SEW architecture (W3C) that Tim Berners-Lee illustrated is known as the “SEW
Stack” or “SEW Cake” [13]. It proposes that the SEW layer is an addition to, not a replace-
ment for, the traditional hypertext web layer “traditional web” because it prioritizes the
WWW of data “SEW” over the web of documents “traditional web”. Rather than inter-
linking text content, it is built around interlinking data. Semantic web technologies and
languages facilitate the development of semantic web applications by providing new tech-
niques for managing information and analyzing semantic metadata This layer, according
to George Abraham and Tim Berners, can be used to build a SEW using five standardized
SEW technologies: RDF, RDFS, OWL, SPARQL, and rule interchange format (RIF).

RDF [14] is a model for describing real-world objects or entities. It has a controlled
vocabulary containing several terms (e.g., words, phrases, or notations) that have been
officially enumerated. Every term should have a clear and non-redundant definition. In
addition, the RDF can be exchanged across various applications and systems without losing
significance. RDF data were expressed in the form of triples, which are statements. A triple
consists of three segments (S, P, and O) representing resource information in connected
graphs. Every triple has a subject that represents a real-world entity or notion. It must also
be recognized by a URI (uniform resource identifier), which may or may not be an actual
URI on the Internet. The predicate follows the same rules as the O, except that the O could
be represented by a URI, a textual, or a blank node. To avoid data ambiguity, URIs are
unique identifiers that are used to describe unique concepts. Literals are data resources not
recognized as entities and hence cannot be expressed as URIs, such as a textual description,
a date, or an integer.

RDFS [15] is a framework for describing resources. RDF has a schema extension. A
subject-based classification uses a hierarchy to organize the terms in a restricted vocabu-
lary/RDF. The data model adds language and associated semantics for classes, subclasses,
properties, and sub-properties.

OWL [16] describes the core objects and connections that contribute to the content of a
specific subject vocabulary and the criteria for merging terms and relationships to form
vocabulary expansions. Ontologies have also been characterized as explicit specifications
of a conceptualization or shared knowledge of a particular interest area in other ways.
Types of concepts employed, in addition to the limits imposed by their use, are fully
described. The ontology includes a variety of valuable aspects that help systems become
more intelligent and influential in determining the precise meaning of concepts.

SPARQL [12,17] is an inquiry language for RDF or a procedure for extracting data
from an RDF graph developed by the W3C. The RDF diagram is made up of triples
(S, P, and O), and SPARQL is adapted to extract data from them. It is a data access
language that can be used locally or remotely. SPARQL is an RDF-inquired language
governed by the W3C [18]. It defines a standard format for creating RDF data-targeting
queries and a set of criteria for processing and returning the results. The syntax of SPARQL
is discussed. A SPARQL query consists of the following order: prefix declarations are used
to shorten URIs; schema specifications include an RDF graph and the sentence that contains
the result, determining what data the inquiry should output; a pattern of query identifies
inquiry qualifiers, cutting, sorting, and reordering query outputs, as well as what to inquire
for in the source datasets [19,20].

Four different SPARQL query languages are illustrated in Figure 2. In a graph pattern,
the SELECT-query is accustomed to getting several bindings for a variable. CONSTRUCT
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returns an RDF graph, DESCRIBE outputs an RDF graph representing a resource, and
ASK outputs a single zero or one result. It can be used to see if a graph pattern matches
anything or not [21].

Figure 2. Forms of SPARQL query.

3. Analysis of the Semantic Search Engines

The current search engines, such as Google and others, are undoubtedly powerful and
popular. They succeed as a result of page rankings and algorithms. However, many of
these browsers are not based on the SEW notion. Rather than keyword matching, semantic
search assures more relevant results by understanding the context of words or terms and
their synonyms. As a result, the semantic search returns intelligent and relevant results.
Kngine [22], and Alpha [23] are examples of browsers that use semantic technologies.

• Hakia: returns results based on matching meanings.
• Kngine: the results are split into two categories: web results and image results.
• Kosmix: makes use of semantics to try to link data from all across the web based on

relevant search results.
• Powerset: concentrates on doing one thing well in order to return just pages that have

the answer.
• DuckDuckGo: is a semantic search engine with a lot of features.
• XSEarch: uses a basic query language that may be used by a novice user [23]. We

suggest some criteria and compare among different search engines based on the
suggested criteria. Table 1 shows the results of this comparison. The compared search
engines are classified into beta and non-beta engines.

Table 1. Comparison between semantic search engines.

Criteria Search Engine Semantic Web Technologies Results

Beta Engines Kngine It is Own Semantic Technologies Direct Answer or Link to Web Page
Bing Not Given Link to Web Pages

Non Beta Engines

Swoogle XML, RDF and OWL URIs Ontologies
Evi Not Given Direct Answer or Link to Web Page
Watson XML, RDF and OWL URIs Ontologies
Google It is Own Semantic Technologies Direct Answer or Link to Web Page

Different measures are used to judge the quality of search engines in real life [14]. The
search results’ usability and presentation are clear criteria. Search engine usability relates
to an engine’s simplicity for use, as seen in available links, instructions, and a user-friendly
interface. Some engines, such as Swoogle and Watson, include links to search for terms,
subjects, predicates, objects, documents, and ontologies in specialized fields. While other
engines use a general search based on keyword matching and its technologies to obtain a
semantic web engine, they utilize a thorough inquiry focused on the similarity of keywords
and their technologies. A mechanism of providing outputs that differ from one search
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engine to the next is the second point of quality of search engines. Swoogle and Watson, for
example, use URI ontologies because their benchmark is based on XML, RDF, and OWL.

Furthermore, some engines, such as Google, Kngine, Siri, Evi, and Wolfram, use the
most efficient semantic web technique, which is a direct response. The direct response
includes not only text, but also photographs, videos, prices, and user reviews. While most
systems continue to use the traditional method of representing output “links”, semantic en-
gines employ various techniques. Artificial intelligence, natural language processing, and
machine learning are just a few examples. Swoogle as well as Watson utilize XML, OWL,
and RDF as semantic technologies. Furthermore, Kngine takes advantage of the effective-
ness of a knowledge-based strategy and the significance tests technique, whereas Google
relies on self-knowledge graph innovation, known as the “Hummingbird algorithm”. This
concept stems from the fact that “precise and fast” are two of the most important aspects of
any search engine.

Most of the engines discussed above offer a phone application that makes them more
popular and portable for clients worldwide. Furthermore, many of them (Siri, Kngine,
Evi, Wolfram, and Bing) offer advanced features, such as “speech recognition”. They give
the operating system the ability to transform spoken words into text. Apple, Microsoft,
Samsung, and other companies produce these platforms. The data show that most search
engines support English, but only Kngine supports Arabic. As a result, Kngine will be
utilized as a part of the comparison when the suggested Arabic search engine is examined.
Kngine is the world’s 1st multilingual QA engine, with English, Arabic, German, and
Spanish as supported languages.

Kngine [7] (“Knowledge Engine”) is a WWW Kngine (i.e., a groundbreaking semantic
search engine and question answer engine) that is aimed to deliver tailored and precise
inquiry outputs. For example, details on the keywords’ meaning, answering the customer’s
inquiries, creating several items, and discovering the relationships in the query’s words
are all examples. This search engine has an attractive feature in that it provides accurate
results by connecting many types of linked information to display these to the customer, for
example, videos, subtitles, pictures, and costs at sale stores as user reviews and influenced
stories. Kngine presently has billions of concepts/terms, with more added daily. The
site’s strength is in this area. End users must understand complicated structured language
expressions and the fundamental vocabularies, according to a number of papers introducing
different solutions to the same problem. Among SEW search and final consumers, this
has become a significant gap. Allowing users to conduct semantic searches by entering a
keyword query is beneficial.

4. QAS vs. Traditional Information Retrieval System

QA is a complex IR characterized by data requirements communicated at least in
part as normal language sentences or queries. It was once considered among the most
normal ways to communicate with computers. In contrast to traditional IR, which considers
accurate results identical to the required data, QA returns selected data fragments as an
output. A single sentence, phrase, section, graphic, good segment, or entire text refers to a
concise, intelligible, and correct response. The QAS primary goal is to figure out“ where,
when, how, and why did who do what to whom?” QAS uses IR and extraction techniques
to establish a group of probable proposals and a rating methodology to provide the final
answers. We can present the statistics for QAS search engine studies from 2010 to 2021
based on information from the Scopus databases in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Histogram of question answering semantic search engine publications from 2010 to 2021.

4.1. General Architecture of QAS

The user queries the system via forms. The inquiry is used to output all the available
results to the input inquiry. The general architecture in Figure 4 discusses the steps or
phases that pass through any question-answering system.

Searching
Process 

Pre-processing User  Query 

Query Generation Retrieve Document 

User Input Question Output the result 

Figure 4. General architecture of QAS.

4.2. Types of QASs

Various QASs [2] are classified into two sets depending on their methodologies. The
first set of QA systems is based on simple NLP and IR methods, whereas the second set is
based on natural language reasoning as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of QASs.

Type Method Resources of Data Domain Responses Questions Dealing To Evaluations
QAS rely on
NLP and IR

IR, Syntax
Processing

Free text
documents

Independent
Domain

Snippets
extracted The wh-type Uses existing IR

QASs rely on NLP Semantic analysis Knowledge Base Oriented Domain Synthesized Variety of questions N/A

4.2.1. Web-Based QAS

Across the widespread use of the web, a vast amount of information is obtainable; the
Internet is one of the most effective sources of knowledge. Web-based QAS uses search
engines such as Google and Yahoo to return webpages that may include solutions to the
inquiries. Most of these web-based QA solutions work in an open domain, although some
work in a domain-oriented environment. The Internet’s wealth of knowledge creates an
attractive warehouse to find rapid results to straightforward, factual questions [23]. Semi-
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structure, heterogeneity, and distributivity characterize the data available on the Internet.
W-H type questions are mostly handled by web-based QA systems seen in Figure 5.

classify the question

Select the answer 

search engine

Answer Extraction 

web

Question 

Figure 5. Design of web-based QASs.

4.2.2. IR/IE Based QASs

In response to the query, most IR-based QAS return a group of publications or para-
graphs that have received the highest ranking. The information extraction (IE) system
parses the query or publications retrieved by the IR system using natural language process-
ing (NLP) technologies to determine the significance of each word. This system can only
answer wh-type questions in Figure 6; other queries, such as the example, “What are the
steps to putting a computer together?” will never be responded to. In this type of QAS,
known as IE systems, its architecture is divided into two levels: at level 1, a named entity
tagger is used to handle named entity elements in the text (who, when, what, etc.), and at
level 2, NE tagging + adj (how far, how long, etc.).

Figure 6. Design of an IR/IE-based QAS.

4.2.3. Restricted Domain QASs

This form of QAS requires academic assistance to comprehend the normal language
content and appropriately answer the questions truthfully. The construction of a restricted
domain QAS [24] is a good strategy to enhance the precision of QAS by reducing the
volume of the ontology and the scope of the queries (RDQA), as seen in Figure 7. This
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system has unique properties, such as “system must be accurate” and “reducing redun-
dancy”. By obtaining more precision, RDQA overcomes the limitations encountered in the
open domain.

Figure 7. Design of domain-restricted QAS.

4.2.4. Rule-Based QASs

The rule-based QAS is a more complex version of the IR-based QAS. Rule-based ques-
tion answering does not rely on sophisticated techniques or extensive language knowledge.
In order to ensure accuracy in the responses retrieved, a wide range of NLP techniques are
applied. Some common rule-based QAS use lexical and semantic information in questions
to produce heuristic rules [2]. It produces laws for semantic groups, such as when, who,
where, why, and what for each query form. The “who” rule searches for names, generally
nouns of people or objects. The “what” laws concentrate on a general word equals function
that is retrieved by all inquire kinds and is made up of DATE expressions or nouns. The
“when” rules are primarily made up of time expressions. The majority of “where” rules
consist of similar positions as “at” “in” “within” and “near”. Some typical modules in this
system include the IR module and the answer identifier or ranker module. The IR module
feeds the ranker module a group of publications or phrases that involve the results to the
supplied query. It then retrieves the outputs, ranker module assigning grades to phrases
returned by the IR module, and answer identifier. It uses the score or rank of the answer
substrings to identify them from the sentences.

5. State-of-the-Art Methods

This section presents previous techniques for semantic search engines and is divided
into subsections. Before that, a summary of previous research on the QA semantic search
engine and keyword-based search engines is presented. We can compare the different
methods or semantic search techniques in Table 3. This comparison explained the results
and the accuracy of each method, which helps us determine which is better than the others.
After this table, we explain each technique in detail and know each method’s strengths
and weaknesses.
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Table 3. Comparison among the different semantic search techniques or methods.

Used Methods Reference Main Purpose Important Results Accuracy
Ranking result

techniques [25] Construct a score of 76 different
languages’ similarities.

English is in the top rank with nine other
languages while Chinese is at the bottom __

Natural language
generation [26] Utilizing NLP techniques with semantic

technologies
The recall rate of the system, based on
impressions of 69 out of 11, is about 90%. __

Semantic search
technique

[27] They are creating interactive interfaces so
that users can annotate online documents

An event-based semantic web triple store
with thousands of facts was used. 92%

[28] Described the natural language semantic
processing of ECA algorithm

XLNet on the GLUE dataset is significantly
better than BERT __

Tokenization [29] Developing text preprocessing system
With a little quantity of input data, each
algorithm provided in the solution produces
accurate results

__

Semantic Analysis [30] Increase the accuracy of classifying with
NLP

F-measure rate of 91%, average precision
of 92%

Question Answering
technique

[31] Answering questions effectively Questions with Yes/No answers. 95%

[32] Answering the questions that are asked
by the user

Overall Average over the entire dataset was
65% correct answer prediction 69.6%

5.1. Question-Answering Semantic Search Engine

Fazzinga and Lukasiewicz [12] presented a survey on evaluation methodology called
QALD to assess and compare QAS that act as a bridge among semantic information
and queries in normal language, particularly in terms of their capacity to manage vast
quantities of diverse and structured information. In addition, a list of the advantages
and disadvantages of present SQA systems, as well as its potential improvement through
intervals, is provided. This evaluation methodology includes many QAS, such as Power
Aqua [33], which performs on-the-fly QA on structured data in the case of a potential
domain without making assumptions regarding the dataset’s ontology or design. Thus,
the method can take advantage of many vocabularies on the semantic web. Power Aqua
uses the structure. The user’s question is translated through linguistic processing to query
triples of the type (S, P, and O) (not including comparisons and superlatives). A query
triple is then provided to a converting component that searches several ontologies for
adequate semantic resources that probably explain query keywords (involving a search
on WordNet for synonyms, hyponyms, derived words, and meronyms). The group of
vocabulary triples covering the user’s question is obtained using these semantic resources.
Finally, in only providing partial answers, each of the resulting triples must be concatenated
to obtain a complete response. To this end, the several views given by various vocabularies
are combined and evaluated.

The second QAS shows that users can submit inquiries in any format using Freya [34],
which, to identify the answer type, first creates a syntactic parse tree. The processing begins
with a lookup, utilizing an ontology-based gazetteer to annotate query phrases with related
concepts. If confusing annotations are observed, the user is asked for clarification. The
individual’s choices are retained and utilized to train the framework and thus improve
its performance over time. Subsequently, the triples are constructed based on ontological
mappings, considering the characteristics’ area and value. Lastly, the triples are assembled
into a SPARQL expression. Moreover, Haemmerlé et al. [35] presented the semantic web
interphase using patterns that transform NL questions to a nearly entirely keyword-based
language rather than using them as input. The following steps list how the system converts
the keyword-based query into an ontology. First, the keywords are converted into ideas,
after which a group of ranking structures similar in meaning to those ideas is observed.
The designs are chosen from a predetermined collection based on common user requests.
Finally, the system prompts individuals to select the search style that most accurately
represents the significance of a supplied word. The resultant query structure is created
using the chosen representations.

Höffner et al. [36,37] suggested a new technique to SQA that uses the RDF Data Cube
Vocabulary to handle multi-dimensional statistical linked data called CubeQA, which is
inaccessible to previous approaches. Using a corpus of questions, the studies examine
how queries that require open domains factual analysis differ from those that do not, what
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extra verbalizations are typically used, and what their effect is on SQA design choice
quantifiable data.

Usbeck et al. [38] proposed the first hybrid source SQA system to handle both linked
data and textual information to respond to a single input question. This system, HAWK,
uses an eight-step pipeline that includes grammatical pruning techniques in the exami-
nation of the NL form, semantic annotation of attributes and class, construction of funda-
mental triple structures on every element of the source question, eliminating requests with
unconnected inquiry graphs, and grading the queries.

5.2. Techniques or Methods Used in QAS
5.2.1. User Interaction Techniques

There are some question-answering semantic search engines that depend on user
interactions, as in Zafar et al. [9] proposed IQA, an SQA pipeline interaction scheme
that uses option gain. This new metric promotes effective and simple human interactions,
allowing for the fast connectivity of customer reviews into the QA operation. The suggested
schema on several consumer connections can significantly increase the performance of
SQA systems. The purpose was to provide a new user interaction strategy to solve the
constraints of current SQA techniques to respond to complicated questions. Although
user interaction is frequently used in other fields, such as IR and searching keywords on
organized data [39], these models are not yet generally used in SQA. The planned semantic
meaning of inquiry cannot be reliably determined utilizing automated approaches. For
answering difficult questions, the suggested IQA technique can be beneficial. A thorough
experimental evaluation and user research show the performance and adequacy of the
suggested corporate approach for SQA. Figure 8 shows the findings on LC-QUAD, a well-
known dataset for evaluating SQA systems, where the IQA can significantly enhance the
effects, reliability, and usefulness of SQA systems for complicated queries.

Natural language question

user input
question

Structured  question representation 

shallow parser

Question  interpretations

Entity
linker

Relation
linker

Interpretation space

Query builder

Interaction options

User interaction

Figure 8. IQA architecture.

Aggarwal and Buitelaar [40] presented a QAS (SemSek) that matches NL keywords to
ontology objects using several steps, namely, language analytics, inquiry description, and
semantic similarity measurement. Query annotation mainly searches a DBpedia index for
entities and classes that compare phrases in the NL query. The linguistic analysis provides
a syntactic parse tree as guidance. SemSek obtains an arranged set of words following the
dependence trees, beginning with the most probable of the detected objects and subclasses.
SemSek uses two semantic similarity metrics, one based on Wikipedia and the other on
WordNet structures, to match these phrases to DBpedia ideas.

Cheng et al. [41] presented a technique of a randomized surfer with computing of
central parts, or a concept of centrality that considers their connectedness and informative-
ness. The similarity was determined as the degree to which its characteristics and values
are related.

5.2.2. Machine Learning Depending Approaches

Singh et al. [3] proposed the Frankenstein framework that uses machine learning
approaches to dynamically choose appropriate QA modules and compose related proce-
dures that depend on the provided query, resulting in an all F-Score improvement. The
QA optimization pipeline method is used to find the pathways with the best performance
depending on the provided question properties and purpose. The objective is to reuse the
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29 primary components available to the QA community rather than creating a new system
from the start. This previous study also displays the capacity to incorporate elements that
the scientific community has supplied into a unity platform. The framework’s vaguely
linked structure allows for learning from the features derived from incoming inquiries to
lead the user query to the top-ranked element per QA task and allows for a quick merging
of new elements. As a result of its component-agnostic design, the Frankenstein framework
was readily adapted to various databases and knowledge sectors, becoming a foundation
to create sophisticated QA processes automatically. Thus, a comprehensive summary is
presented of the achievements of cutting-edge QA components in various activities and
pipelines. Furthermore, the performance of the Frankenstein framework is assessed and
compared in various scenarios, demonstrating its advantages.

Frost et al. [42] suggested a solely triple-based retrieval operation called DEV-NLQ,
which relies on lambda calculus and triple storage based on events. DEV-NLQ promises
to be the only QA system available for solving prepositional phrases that are chained,
arbitrarily nested, and sophisticated.

5.2.3. A Semantic Graph-Based Techniques

Liu and Chen [43] presented a graph-based text method. A text’s resemblance to an-
other is separated into vertices and links, with each component being measured separately.
The similarity in text accounts for the total of two portions. Hakimov et al. [44] suggested
an SQA system based on input question syntactic dependency trees. This method has three
basic steps: (1) The queries’ dependence graph and POS tagging are used to extract triple
patterns. (2) The retrieved entities, attributes, and classes are transferred to the underlying
knowledge base. (3) Finally, query terms are assigned to an appropriate result, such as
“who” to an “individual” or “firms” and “where” to a location. Subsequently, once the
outcomes are rated, the highest-ranking answer is provided as the solution. Suppose the
S or O of P–O or S–P pairings are answered by PARALEX [45]. In that case, they are
transformed from sentences to concepts in a vocabulary that was developed utilizing a
corpus of rephrases gathered from the Wiki results question-and-answer website. If one
rephrase can be converted into an inquiry, that inquiry is also the right response to the rest
of the rephrases, among which the language patterns are extended by mapping.

Another strategy presented by Ngomo et al. [46] is to produce NL descriptions of
sources based on their qualities automatically. The goal of SPARQL2NL was to pronounce
16 RDF data using structures in conjunction and its metadata (label, specification, and
kind). Entities can have various kinds and hierarchy levels, resulting in different levels of
abstraction. The DBpedia object dbr: verbalization of Microsoft varies based on whether
the kind was dbo: Agent or dbo: Company. Chergui et al. [47] proposed a practical and
general semantic linguistic similarity method for QAS. A semantic graph-based technique
is integrated to deal with the shifting semantic relevance of the query phrases and a
Bayesian inference method for dealing with the semantic unpredictability represented by
NL documents. For new challenges, case-based reasoning is used based on similar past
issues. The most similar questions are determined by running a similarity calculation
among the new and old texts.

Freitas et al. [48] reported that in their system, Treo, the query processing begins
with the identification of the NL inquiry, pivoted items that can be translated to classes or
categories and thus provide a beginning point for expanding activating query across the
integrated data. Starting with these pivot entities, this technique iterates across surrounding
nodes, calculating the mutual information among query phrases and discovered ontology
keywords. Thus, a set of prioritized tripled pathways is produced from the pivoting object
to the solution’s final source, scored by the mean of similarity over each tripled path.

Shin et al. [49] proposed a predicate constraints-based QA technique that docks invalid
element matches to save the inquiry area, improving accuracy. They generate a graph of
inquiry that can be used to answer various questions. When creating a query graph, instead
of connecting things, they place greater emphasis on matched associations.
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5.2.4. Techniques Depending on the Number of Used Datasets

We classified QAS search engines as being dependent on more than one dataset, and
others as depending on one dataset. Shekarpour et al. [50] proposed SINA, a QAS that
can respond to user inquiries by converting terms specified by the user or NL questions
into simultaneous SPARQL searches across a range of related information resources. SINA
uses a mystery Markov system to find the best sources for a user-provided question from
various datasets. Furthermore, this framework can construct federated queries by utilizing
the related framework ontology to inquire and use disambiguated resources. SINA was
tested on three different datasets to demonstrate how its several phases are carried out. In
contrast to previous approaches, SINA may utilize the topology of linked data to create
federated SPARQL searches by utilizing links between resources. As a result, data may be
obtained from a single dataset or numerous interconnected datasets and thus utilize the
entire LOD Cloud. A comprehensive analysis of SINA was also carried out using three
various ontologies. Figure 9 explains the SINA search engine’s high-level architecture
and implementation.

Figure 9. Architecture of SINA.

Sun et al. [51] proposed the QUASE system, a 3-step open domain strategy that uses
online search and free knowledge base. For answering the input question, QUASE uses
entity linkage, meaning feature building, and candidacy rating. The system then uses
an online search to find publications and keywords that have the highest likelihood of
matching the inquiry and displays these to the user as responses.

Cojan et al. [4,52] suggested a DBpedia-based question answering system (QAKIS)
that uses the Wiki framework repository to bring NL words and ontologies topic tags
closer together. This resource is created by obtaining lexicalizations of linked data OWL
features from Internet textual data. For constructing a SPARQL query, QAKIS first defines
the response category and also the category of the named object, and then compares
the produced inquiry to patterns in the Wiki framework repository to find the more
probable association.

Wendt et al. [53] presented a German QAS based on Alexandria, a domain vocabulary
that comprises data on people, places, things, and activities, including timed elements.
The vocabulary was constructed chiefly with data from Freebase, sections of DBpedia,
personally contributed material, and n-ary relationships among objects. Alexandria treats
the challenge of translating NL inquiries to SPARQL queries as a graph transforming
difficulty. A dependency tree is used to depict the question’s syntactic structure. NL
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tokens are converted to ontological objects using a custom vocabulary for characteristics
and indexing for object recognition. Second, using a compositional approach, SPARQL
graph designs are created by aggregating the arcs of the dependence parse tree. Thanks
to the ontology schema’s representation of n-ary relations, Alexandria can compare small
language inquiries with complicated triple designs.

Abacha and Zweigenbaum [54] proposed a semantic method for solving QA problems
in the medical field that relies on NLP techniques and SEW technologies at the presenta-
tion and questioning phases. The suggested method was evaluated using actual queries
retrieved from MEDLINE articles.

In addition, Zhang et al. [55] proposed Xser, an SQA comprising two separate phases.
First, Xser uses phrase-level dependence architecture to identify the query design, leverages
the generated pattern, and moves to the desired knowledge base. Changing domains and
relying on a diverse knowledge base, for example, only changes strategy elements, thereby
reducing the transformation. While, Hakimov et al. [56] applied a semantic parsing method
to SQA, which obtains good results but necessitates a huge amount of analysis inputs,
which is thus impractical for broad or undefined areas. Over the last few years, several
SQA-based activities that are supported by the industry have arisen. For example, IBM
Watson’s DeepQA [57] was able to defeat human experts in the Jeopardy! Challenge.

Ren et al. [58] proposed a method for answering multiple-choice questions that include
a retrieval methodology that considers the value of knowledge from a semantic standpoint.
A proposed knowledge revision mechanism enables the model to edit retrieved knowledge
from local and global viewpoints.

Unger et al. [59] suggested that a QAS, called TBSL, concentrates on converting NL
questions into SPARQL inquiries that represent the question’s semantic structure. TBSL
produces a SPARQL format that reflects the internal design of the question, which is subse-
quently instantiated with URIs using statistic entity detection and predicate verification.

5.3. Keyword Based-Semantic Search Engine

In [60], Syed Naqi Hussain solved the recent challenge of retrieving documents in
heterogeneous format. This survey discussed several challenges in retrieving semantic
information from the web and presented solutions, namely, Swoogle and SBIRS have a
mechanism of ranking the returned retrieval results. In [61], Jain et al. introduced a new
framework based on fuzzy ontology for IR to overcome a present web system’s weakness
and make the most of its benefits, such as query expansion. Fuzzy ontologies are used to
find the most semantically equal terms for a query, and the question is enlarged. Queries
are analyzed using this suggested methodology as Google, Yahoo, Bing, and Exalead
are four major search engines. With the advancement of database storage technology,
a massive amount of data has been generated, and users now have access to it. In the
scientific community, accurately extracting and interpreting such large amounts of data has
become critical.

5.4. Techniques of Selecting More Relevant Result
5.4.1. Statistical Techniques

In [19], Jos’e A. Royo et al. proposed a system that takes a list of keywords and converts
them into a semantic query for searching the web. The suggested system converts the list
into semantic queries and retrieves more relevant results using the following steps. First, a
list of keywords is taken from the user, and synonyms of keywords are selected to remove
redundancy. Second, mapping keywords are generated from the first step with ontology
terms, and finally, the SPARQL query is generated according to its synonyms probability.
This approach also has more features, such as the system-generated user keywords from
word net, and helps users to select the more relevant result. In addition, the optimized
number of comparisons between terms depends on statistical techniques and generates
queries that better match the original user query. However, this approach does not process
queries on a highly dynamic global information system.
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In [62], Mariana Soller Ramada et al. discussed the approach that converts se-
mantic keywords into a SQL structured query language on a relational database. Sev-
eral functions, such as query approximation, segmentation, and aggregation, are inte-
grated into the proposed architecture for implementing semantic queries. By comparison,
EL-GAYAR et al. [20] proposed a hybrid framework that integrates the benefits of keyword-
based and semantic queries. In a fuzzy ontological model in IR, Fazzinga and Lukasiewicz
utilized semantic query expansion [12] and proposed a structure depending on fuzzy
vocabulary. This structure was evaluated on Google, Yahoo, Bing, and Exiled.

5.4.2. Ranking Result Techniques

In [63], Wen et al. focused on the challenge of effectively converting terms to SPARQL
queries and developed a KAT technique. By creating a keyword index that captures
the relevant information of terms in the RDF graph, KAT considers the background and
decreases the uncertainty of incoming terms. A graph index is created to investigate RDF
data graphs effectively. Furthermore, a situation ally rating mechanism for locating the
more appropriate SPARQL query is suggested. Several contributions are summarized
into two main points: new keywords in transforming input terms into correct SPARQL
inquiries. Using semantic features between terms can increase the relevance of the results.
A two-facet indicator is also shown. The keyword index includes RDF relevant information
and aids in term disambiguation, whereas the graph index is built to aid graphs research.
These two indicators [63] are created by KAT during the offline procedure. Whenever a
customer inputs a term for inquiry, the keyword indicator translates terms to related nodes
and links on the RDF graph, known as keywords components. The graph index is then
searched for subgraphs containing these keywords. A context-aware approach ranks the
subgraphs, and the items at the top are converted to SPARQL inquiries. A few keywords
are used to construct correct SPARQL queries. For disambiguation, RDF class data are
stored in a keyword index and examined in a graph. For scoring, a context-aware technique
is applied.

Seaborne and Prud’hommeaux [64] discussed the same problem of end users in
utilizing SPARQL languages, with the familiar official logic expression and the supporting
vocabularies. This has become a significant gap between the semantic search and the
final user. Allowing users to carry out semantic searches by entering a keyword query is
beneficial. These two searches are not the same. A solution is presented in which keyword
inquiries are automatically converted into SPARQL queries so that the final customer can
perform a semantic search using familiar keywords. The study contributes by introducing
a prototype system called ‘SPARK’ [64] that retrieves a rating set of SPARQL query as a
translation output when provided a keyword query. In this translation, the three primary
processes are comparison terms, inquiry design creation, and inquiry ranting. These
processes face three challenges to match term and semantic queries: Vocabulary deficit
is where the underlying ontology is frequently unknown to casual online users. Lack of
relationship is where, in formal logic inquiries, relationships between concepts/instances
must be explicitly expressed, which is often lacking in keyword searches. Figure 10 shows
that the question of how to detect these missing relationships automatically has become
a significant concern. Inquiry ranking is where, given ambiguous keyword inquiries,
numerous formal queries may be generated from a single keyword.
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Figure 10. Spark framework.

The authors created a framework dealing with a keyword called Q2Semantic to present
their method [65]. They used words excluded from Wikipedia to provide literal determines
in the source RDF data. They use various query ranking techniques that account for various
parameters such as query length and ontology element relevance. They also suggested
an exploration technique as well as a new graph design known as a clustered graph that
merely is an exclusion of the main RDF, allowing for scalability. Additionally, the developed
algorithm enables the creation of top-k questions that could aid in faster completion of the
interpretation process. Q2Semantic has a search interface that is based on keywords. Auto-
completion is available in this interface. This feature takes advantage of the underlying
RDF literals and enhanced Wiki words to help the customer type his terms. The user can
choose from a list of sentences generated by Q2Semantic that contain these keywords. Their
drawback was that this approach only supported terms that matched concepts and literals
in RDF data (as concepts were shown as special K-Nodes in existing implementation).
However, they did not add keyword support as relations and attributes to the present
query capabilities.

Additionally, Gkirtzou et al. [66] presented an overview of their RDF keyword search
progress. Their method generates a list of SPARQL queries and their NL specifications
based on a list of keywords, which can then be assessed on the RDF structure. This approach
consists of three steps: (a) convert term elements to structured data; (b) link term elements
by looking for structural components in the data; and (c) consider a score function and give
the found structural features. This study intended to work in the following directions in
the future: investigate alternate approaches for constructing query pattern graphs, search
diversification semantics and keyword-to-node matching string-matching methods.

5.4.3. User Selection Techniques

In [67], Zenz et al. faced a problem building semantic queries as an exacting job for
customers because SPARQL language demands control, and the vocabularies have been
utilized to collect data. As a solution, QUICK [67], a revolutionary system, is applied
to assist users in constructing semantic inquiries in a particular area. The expressivity
of semantic questions is combined with the convenience of keyword search in QUICK.
Users are guided with advanced refining procedures to determine the query intention,
starting with a keyword inquiry. The users must also overcome various challenges, such as
learning SPARQL query language and gaining sufficient knowledge of the data source’s
ontology or schema. A structure for gradually building SPARQL query from user words
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is among the suggested techniques to output near-exact inquiry structure guides, which
allow users to build a SPARQL query quickly. Tests were carried out to determine the
effectiveness of QUICK and the efficiency of the suggested algorithms. The QUICK system
works in the following ways: the user enters keywords that can indicate a wide range of
semantic searches in addition to the one intended. QUICK then computes all potential
semantic inquiries and displays their subset in the query window. In addition, a list of
query-building choices is created.

If the desired query is unavailable, the user can build the query progressively by using
the construction pane. The query pane adjusts to the new settings, zooming in on the subset
of semantic searches that meet the criteria. A fresh set of construction choices is produced
and shown within the construction pane. This set of building options is known as a guide
that directs users toward the requested inquiry. QUICK executes the query chosen by the
user and outputs the answers. For a query that accurately matches the user intent, the
answers can be retrieved by converting to SPARQL and are analyzed against an RDF store.

In [65], Wang et al. discussed the problem with improving data quantity on SEW for
semantic inquiry. As a result, the user must understand the formal query’s complex syntax.
Furthermore, the user must know the underlying structure and the RDF literals. One
answer to this problem is the keyword interface that has become familiar to users, given its
frequent use. Over formal questions, keyword queries provide the following advantages:
Syntax is not complex due to the sample set of term phrases, and Open ontologies allow
customers to describe their information demands using their own terms. The study faced
several challenges or obstacles: How do you handle keyword phrases that are stated in the
user’s language but do not occur in RDF data? How do you identify the appropriate query
when keywords are confusing (ranking)? How can relevant queries be returned as rapidly
as possible (scalability)?

In addition, ref. [68] Djebali and Raimbault introduced utilizing terms in addition to
SPARQL components to search the Web of Data through present SPARQL endpoints [7]. As
a result, the user can create more expressive pseudo-SPARQL searches without knowing
an RDF-based vocabulary (classes and attributes) or resource IDs. The limits of the method-
ologies presented in prior papers were explored in this work. Those techniques restrict
the investigation of historically and locally referenced (and frequently local preserved)
RDF base sources, at the risk of losing data synchronization: it is the sacrifice to make for
a pleasant experience researching data into the databases. Its objective is to expand the
SPARQL expressiveness by enabling it to search an RDF base without understanding its
design (i.e., ontological vocabulary) or resource IDs. They narrowed the gap between a
machine’s interpretation capabilities and how a user comprehends data.

6. Challenges of Modern SQA Systems

This section presents the challenges that faced modern SQA systems in the following.
Table 4 summarizes the challenges that face some important methods through creating
SQA with its used techniques and presents the output of each method.
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Table 4. Challenges of QAS.

Challenges That Faced Modern SQA Systems Papers That Solve This Problem Techniques or Approaches Used Outputs or Outcomes

Lexical Gap
[69]

Automatically Query Expansion (AQE)
Normalization and
string similarity algorithms.

Keyword Query Expansion
on linked data using linguistic
and semantic features framework.

[70] A corpus and a knowledge base.
Build linguistic patterns
and generated template.

[45]
A corpus of plagiarisms from the QA
site Answers from the Wiki.

Proposed a lexicon that was educated
using a corpus of plagiarisms from
the QA site Answers from the Wiki.

Multilingualism [71]

Using existing mappings between multiple
Wikipedia language versions,
which are handed over to DBpedia,
are automatically extended.

QAKiS system.

Complex Queries [72]
Using grammatically rules as Comparisons,
negations, and quantifiers. Ontology-based SQA system.

[73]
Synfragments that transfer to a sub tree of
the syntactic parse tree.

Outputs its Synfragments can
yield a mapping of a question
in any SPARQL query.

Distributed Knowledge [74]
Using several knowledge bases to
search for entities and combine the results.

System used PROTON ontology
and BLOOMS System.

Temporal, Spatial and
Procedural Questions

[75] Document retrieval technique. KOMODO system.

[76]
Allen’s Interval Based Temporal
Logic but allowed both in intervals
and temporally instants to be used.

Clinical Narrative Temporal.
Relation Ontology (CNTRO).

Templates [77]

Used the question type,
named entities, and
POS tagging methodologies
to create graph pattern templates.
WordNet, PATTY,
and similarity measurements are used to
map the resulting graph patterns to resources.

well-formed NL phrases for the domain.
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6.1. Lexical Gap

In NL, the exact meaning can be expressed in various ways. The RDF label property
provides natural language descriptions of RDF resources. Since synonyms for much the
same RDF resource might be specified using a variety of labels, knowledge bases seldom
include all of the available expressions for a particular item. A lexical gap arises whenever
the language used during a query is different from that used in the knowledge base labels.
Normalization and similarity functions for string normalizations are used to bridge the
lexical gap, such as converting from uppercase to lowercase or from base forms to base
forms, as “é” to “e”. If normalizations are not enough, similarity, a similarity function, and a
threshold can be utilized to measure distance and its complementary notion. Automatically
query expansion (AQE) normalization and string similarity algorithms identify distinct
variants of the same word but not synonyms. Synonyms, such as design and plan, are
terms that have the same meaning, whether they are used together or separately. In hyper-
hyponym pairings, such as biological process and photosynthesis, the first term is less
detailed than the second. These word combinations are utilized as supplementary labels in
automatic query expansion and are derived from WordNet and other lexical databases [69].

AQE is often employed in traditional search engines and information retrieval; if
there is not a direct match, it can be used as a fallback alternative. One of the publications
surveyed is experimental research [78] that looked at the influence of AQE on SQA. With
pattern libraries using only similarity functions and normalization, from a term to a re-
source, RDF people may be precisely matched. However, because (1) they determine the
S and O that could be in different positions and (2) a particular P can be stated in several
ways, including as a noun and a verb phrase that could or could not be a continuous
segment of the query, the properties require additional treatment. Libraries to overcome
these challenges have been produced due to the intricate and variable nature of those
linguistic patterns and the required thinking and expertise. Nakashole et al. [79] presented
the impact of pattern libraries on SQA; PATTY finds items in a corpus of texts and calculates
the shortest path among them. After that, the path is extended with any modifiers and
recorded as a template. As a result, PATTY might construct a pattern library from any
corpus-based knowledge base.

In addition, Teije et al. [70] used a corpus and a knowledge base to build linguistic
patterns. Sentences from a corpus providing instances of S and O for this special attribute
are selected for each P in the knowledge base. Each resource couple linked in a phrase,
according to BOA, illustrates another label for this relationship, and each happening of that
word pair in the corpus generates a template.

Moreover, Fader et al. [45] proposed a lexicon that was educated using a corpus of
plagiarisms from the QA site, Answers from Wiki. The advantage was that no manual
templates were needed because they are automatically learned from paraphrasing.

6.2. Ambiguity

Because of the particular character of NL inquiries and semantic resources, ambiguity
is a vital issue in any SQA system [80]. Ambiguity occurs when the same term has multiple
meanings, which may be lexical and meaningful or structural and grammatical. They
differentiated among homonymy, which occurs when the exact string denotes two distinct
but related concepts. For example, riverbank vs. money bank and polysemy. Whenever
two different but related ideas are referenced by the same string (for example, money bank
vs. riverbank) (as in bank as a building vs. bank as a company), synonymy is distinguished
from taxonomic relationships as metonymy and hypernymy. In opposite to the lexical gap
that hinders an SQA system’s recall, ambiguity has a detrimental impact on its precision.
The lexical gap’s absolute opposite is ambiguity [81].

In SQA, ambiguity occurs when a word or a statement has many meanings. As a
result, when linguistic triples match numerous KB concepts, when linguistic triples do not
suit any KB notion, the SQA system requires disambiguation solutions to determine the
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proper meaning and enumerate similar terms. Depending on the information source and
type used to answer this mapping, we differentiated among two kinds of disambiguation:
Firstly, traditional corpus-based approaches rely on counts from unstructured text corpora,
which are commonly utilized as probabilities, like statistical approaches in [82]. Secondly,
resource-based approaches in SQA use the reality that candidate ideas are RDF resources to
your advantage. Different scoring techniques are used to compare resources based on their
attributes and relationships. A rating for all resources selected in the mapping is assumed
where those resources are more likely to be related, which means those resources are more
likely to be chosen correctly.

In the literature, there are 13 different forms of ambiguity. Semantic or syntac-
tic/structural ambiguity can cause ambiguity at the word, word (group), and sentence
level. Semantic ambiguity means ambiguity in meaning. The definition of the sentence(s)
and word(s) is the subject of semantic ambiguity. In a particular scenario, a sentence, a
word, or a phrase might have several meanings [80]. There are many cases of semantic
ambiguity, such as homonym and contrastive polysemy. Another name for homonym
is a term with more than one meaning [83]. Another example of a term with multiple
meanings is polysemous. Both senses of the terminology, unlike homonyms, relate to
the same concept. Hypernym [84] is an instance or a noun with a subtype that is also a
noun. Meronym [85] is a concept that is both a portion of and a description of the whole.
Morphology is a word that refers to ambiguity. Synonym [86] is when two or more words
have the same meaning. Approach and method are two different terms with the same
sense, for example. Pragmatism relates to how language is used to convey a speaker’s
meaning in given contexts, primarily when the terms used represent something distinct,
indeterminacy, and generality. We analyzed numerous definitions of generality and found
that the most relevant meaning is as shown in: “a term is generally in regard with another
word if the former’s connotation is a genus of the latter’s connotation”. The term “parents”
has ambiguous generality because it might refer to either a father or a mother.

6.3. Multilingualism

On the internet, information is defined in several various languages. As language
tags could be used to describe RDF resources in multiple languages simultaneously, web
publications do not necessarily utilize the same language. Furthermore, users speak a
variety of native languages. As a result, SQA systems that can accept a variety of incoming
languages, including ones that are not the same as the languages used to express the
knowledge, are more flexible. In [87], authors discussed this challenge to address it through
only a portion of the query must be translated appropriately, after which semantic relevance
and similarity measurements between resources in the knowledge base associated with the
first one aid in recognition of the last things. Additionally, for the QAKiS system in [52,71],
existing mappings between multiple Wikipedia language versions, which are handed over
to DBpedia, are automatically extended.

6.4. Complex Queries

The most common way to answer simple questions is to translate them to a group
of not complex triple patterns. Numerous facts must be merged, discovered, and then
problems arise. Queries can also specify a particular return order and aggregated or
filtered results. Adolphs et al. discussed this challenge through the YAGO-QA system
in [88] allowed nested questions. Unger and Cimiano [72] developed an ontology-based
SQA system with an autonomously produced ontology-specific vocabulary. Thanks to
the linguistic representation, the system can answer NL questions with grammatically
more complicated inquires, such as comparisons, negations, quantifiers and numerals,
superlatives, and so on.

Moreover, Dima [73] discussed Built on DBpedia; the SQA system relies on synfrag-
ments that transfer to a subtree of the syntactic parse tree. A synfragment is a tiny fragment
of text which could be understood as an RDF triple or a complicated RDF inquiry in terms
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of semantics. Combining all possible child synfragment groupings, ordered by semantic
and syntactic properties, synfragments communicate with their parent synfragment. The
authors assumed that iteratively interpreting its synfragments can yield the mapping of
a question in any SPARQL query. Furthermore, in [89], Delmonte started by converting
a question into a logical form, which includes arguments, a predicate, and concentration.
The emphasis element identifies the desired answer type. For example, “Who is the major
of New York?” focuses on the word “person”, the P is “be”, and the argument “major of
New York”.

A yes/no question is assumed if no focus element is found. The logic form is then
translated to a SPARQL query in the second stage, which involves label matching to map
items to resources. Because the direction is unknown, when unions refer to properties in
both possible directions, as in (? x? p? o UNION? o? p? x), the resultant triple patterns are
divided up again. Additional limitations that cannot be specified in a SPARQL query, such
as “Who was the fifth president of the United States?” are handled by various filters.

6.5. Distributed Knowledge

If distributed RDF resources show a query’s concept information, data needed to result
in it could be lacking if only one or none of the knowledge bases are determined. Most ideas
have one related resource in single datasets with one resource, DBpedia. This difficulty
can be solved in the case of combined datasets by using the equivalent class, or equivalent
property connections. Some systems addressed this challenge, such as the proposed system
solution of Joshi et al. [74]. This challenge can be solved by first formulating inquiries
regarding the PROTON [90] higher level ontology. The vocabulary is then aligned with
those of additional knowledge sources using the BLOOMS [91] system. In addition, ref. [92]
used several knowledge bases to search for entities and combine the results. Similarity
measures are used to determine and rank each data source’s results candidates and to find
matches between entities from other data sources.

6.6. Temporal, Spatial and Procedural Questions

• Procedural questions: inquiries about the procedure. Factual, yes–no, and list ques-
tions were not complex to answer because they responded to SPARQL SELECT and
ASK queries. Other questions, such as how (procedural)or why (causal), require more
time and effort. SQA cannot currently tackle procedural QA because no ontologies
include procedural knowledge currently available to the best of our knowledge. They
illustrated the KOMODO [75] system, which is based on document retrieval to encour-
age more study in this area, even if it is not an SQA system. Instead of a statement,
KOMODO provides a web page with step-by-step directions for accomplishing the
user’s goal.

• Temporary questions [76]: responding to a temporal query about clinical narratives.
They proposed the clinical narrative temporal relation ontology (CNTRO), which is
modeled on Allen’s interval-based temporal logic [93] but allowed both intervals and
temporally instants to be used. This enables you to infer the temporal relationship
between events based on the transitivity after and before events. For example, in
CNTRO, patient measurements, findings, and operations are modeled as events, with
time provided directly in date and in time of day or other events and timings.

• Spatial questions: In RDF, questions concerning space and location can be stated as
two-dimensional geo-coordinates with latitude and longitude, but three-dimensional
formulations seem more challenging to convey (for example, with additional height).
Spatial relationships, on the other hand, could be expressed as easier to respond to
because users often inquire about relationships rather than precise geo-coordinates.
As an inverted index, suggested in [94], Younis et al. added spatial interactions such
as crossing, inclusion, and proximity to semantic data for named entity recognition.
After that, SPARQL searches can use this information.
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6.7. Templates

To understand the underlying inquiry’s design, sophisticated algorithms are neces-
sary for complex questions using more than one basic graph structure in the SPARQL
query. Current research is divided into two categories: template-based techniques, which
seek to construct SPARQL queries based on the input question’s syntactic structure, and
template-free techniques, which aim at developing SPARQL queries depending on the
input question’s syntactic structure. Additionally, some systems have attempted to address
this difficulty through many template-driven techniques, such as Unger et al. [59] and
Shekarpour et al. [95] have offered the first solution. In addition, Liu et al. [77] used the
question type, named entities, and POS tagging methodologies to create graph pattern
templates. WordNet, PATTY, and similarity measurements are used to map the resulting
graph patterns to resources. Finally, SPARQL queries are built using the various graph
pattern combinations.

Moreover, in [96], Ben Abacha and Zweigenbaum focused on a specific biomedical
patient-treatment area and used a combination of manual template generation and machine
learning to achieve their goal. Damovo et al. [97] produced well-formed NL phrases
for the domain of paintings utilizing a template with settings that may be changed. The
system uses the grammatical framework [98] to place an intermediate step of a multilingual
description among the input keyword and the formal query, enabling the system to support
15 languages. Additionally, in TPSM, the open domain three-phase semantic mapping [99]
framework went beyond SPARQL searches. It uses fuzzy constraint satisfaction problems to
map natural language inquiries to OWL queries. Surface text matching, POS tag preference,
and the degree of surface form similarity are all constraints. The collection of specific
mapping components acquired using the FCSP-SM method is combined into a model using
specified templates.

7. Evaluation of Semantic Web Techniques

This review paper evaluates and presents a thorough overview of semantic web
technologies, their associated domains, and those specifically related domain research
directions, which provides future directions and guidance for researchers. More automated
reuse, self-wiring, and enclosed modules with benchmarks and evaluations should include
all focus on future study. The development of SQA systems that can comprehend noisily
human natural language input from multiple languages and knowledge sources is currently
underway. Distributed, dynamic, incoherent, and very sensitive to privacy issues is the
semantic web data space. Three domains contribute to the development of the semantic
web. Computational intelligence is the first area, followed by evolutionary and swarm
computing, and finally, methods for knowledge representation. We store massive amounts
of data and offer reasoning over the web with the use of swarm computing [100].

The techniques for addressing challenges with ambiguity and uncertainty are provided
by computational intelligence. Data are stored more consistently and coherently thanks
to knowledge representation techniques by using the aforementioned criteria: WDAqua-
core1 [101], ganswer2 [102], WDAqua [103], Frankenstein [3], and system in [104]. The
following are the reasons why we chose these SPARQL-based systems to compare. The
two systems, WDAqua and ganswer2, achieved the best results on the QALD-7 dataset,
according to the QALD-7 study [105]. The system WDAqua-core1 has the greatest perfor-
mance on the LC-QuAD dataset [106], according to [107]. The performance of the system
in [104] is compared to published systems WDAqua-core1 and Frankenstein in Table 5.
On the LC-QuAD dataset, this comparison shows that the QA system in [104] extensively
performs better QA systems. We used the LC-QuAD dataset to test this QA system in [104]
on 2430 questions that still apply to the latest SPARQL endpoint version (2019-06).

Table 6 shows that the QA system in [104] performs better than systems WDAqua
and ganswer2 on the QALD-7 dataset. For 968 questions in the LC-QuAD dataset and
80 questions in the QALD-7 dataset, no SPARQL query was generated, according to an
in-depth study of the unsuccessful questions to the system in [104]. Most of these errors
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occurred during the phrase mapping when the required resources, attributes, or classes
were not found. So from our understanding, the only QA systems that could be compared
and reviewed were those whose source code was publicly available or whose methodology
had been examined using established benchmark datasets such as LC-QuAD or QALD.

Table 5. Performance evaluation on the LC-QuAD dataset.

Metrics WDAqua-Core1 [34] Frankenstein [3] [108]
Precision 0.59 0.20 0.88
Recall 0.38 0.21 0.56
F1-score 0.46 0.20 0.68

Table 6. Performance evaluation on the QALD-7 dataset.

Metrics WDAqua [25] Ganswer2 [26] [108]
Precision 0.488 0.557 0.813
Recall 0.535 0.592 0.527
F1-score 0.511 0.556 0.639

8. Conclusions and Future Work

The present study briefly introduces techniques for semantic search on the Web. As
the volume of data on the SEW increases, so do the opportunities for semantic search. This
topic is among the most popular in the SEW and Web search communities. As a result, the
user must understand the formal query’s sophisticated syntax. Furthermore, the user must
be aware of the underlying structure and the literals used in the RDF data to enable the
semantic web technologies, such as OWL, RDFS, RDF, and rule and query languages, such
as SPARQL. These technologies aid in the resolution of challenges in numerous sectors. This
review paper discussed the semantic search approaches to convert the query from the native
user to SPARQL query language by introducing some keyword-based semantic search
engines and QAS. However, each used algorithms and techniques to achieve this goal.

Several keyword-based semantic search engines and QAS begin with an analysis of
the semantic web’s nature and requirements and then show different approaches with the
same goal: to help users with NL post queries by SPARQL language on ontologies or RDF
schema without a thorough knowledge of this technology. However, each method used
algorithms and techniques to achieve this goal. Thus, the current problem to explore is how
to convert the normal user keywords into SPARQL query language without knowledge of
the language of semantic Web and its underlying ontology.

This review discussed various papers presenting techniques such as quick, spark,
TBSL, and SINA frameworks. To apply semantic search, each of them faced several
limitations such as lexical gap, temporary questions, templates, temporal spatial and
procedural questions, complex queries, multilingualism, and ambiguity.

Our next step is creating QAS that attempts to solve many problems facing state-of-
the-art systems and improve their performance. The diversity of training data is limited
because the currently available training datasets only contain three categories of questions.
In actuality, many more types of inquiries are frequently asked. FILTER, LIMIT, ORDER,
MIN, MAX, UNION, and other commonly used SPARQL operators were not considered.
One obvious route for future research is to collect complicated questions containing the
listed operators to increase the training dataset’s size and quality. In the training dataset,
the number of questions for each class should be fairly consistent. Additionally, numerous
expressions for the same question should be produced to expand the training dataset’s
amount and variety and improve system performance.
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